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a b s t r a c t

In this paper we propose two optimization-based algorithms for coordinating residential battery storage
when solar photovoltaic (PV) generation in excess of load is compensated via net metering. Our objective
is to balance increases in daily operational savings that accrue to customers with the management of
reverse power flows and/or peak loads approaching a network capacity. To achieve this objective we pre-
sent a central quadratic program (QP)-based algorithm, where residential customers implement a
distributor-specified day-ahead battery schedule. We also present a local QP-based algorithm, where
each residential customer implements a day-ahead battery schedule subject to three distributor-
specified weights. To complete our assessment of the distributor benefit, both QP-based scheduling algo-
rithms are applied to measured load and generation data from 145 residential customers located in an
Australian distribution network. The results of this case study confirm both QP-based scheduling algo-
rithms manage reverse power flow and peak loads within a distribution network. In the context of net
metering, all customers exhibit the same operational savings when implementing the central QP-based
algorithm, while the local QP-based algorithm disproportionately penalizes some customers.

Crown Copyright � 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Recently, there has been a rapid uptake of grid-connected solar
photovoltaics (PV) in many countries [1]. Drivers include the ever-
decreasing cost of PV panels [2,3], concerns regarding climate
change, and government incentives such as feed-in tariffs and
net metering offered directly to residents investing in on-site
renewable generation [4–6].

Consequently, many electrical distributors are now faced with
managing bi-directional power flows in distribution networks pre-
viously designed for one-way power flow [7,8]. Of particular con-
cern to distributors are power flows approaching a network
capacity and reverse power flows inducing voltage rise, especially
when either situation leads to substantial network investment
[9–12].

Demand-side approaches to managing distribution power flows
potentially defer (or possibly avoid) significant costs associated
with distribution reinforcement [13–28]. The demand-side
approach in [13] curbs PV production when such production

induces significant voltage rise, creating a need for grid reinforce-
ment [14]. To further improve distribution supply voltages the
demand-side approach in [15] considers a sophisticated controller
in the PV inverter that adjusts the real and reactive power supplied
to, or absorbed by, the distribution grid. For the purpose of improv-
ing supply voltages in a distribution network the approach in [16]
is to charge residential battery storage co-located with solar PV
when a predetermined threshold for PV generation is exceeded.
Other demand-side approaches that potentially manage distribu-
tion supply voltages and/or peak demand include direct load con-
trol [17–22], and price-responsive load control [23–25]. For
example, distributor-specified time-of-use electricity prices are
included in the category of price-responsive load control [25]. A
customer implementing a distributor’s request to switch a thermal
load on or off is an example of direct load control [22].

However, without careful coordination, the potential benefits of
demand-side approaches to managing bi-directional power flows
in a distribution network might not be realized [19,29–31,26,32].
For example, a second load peak in the distribution grid may arise
when autonomous, time-based electric vehicle charging schedules
are implemented [19], potentially leading to a need for costly dis-
tribution reinforcement. Furthermore, increases in reverse power
flows (or peak loads) potentially arise when a battery connected
to a distribution grid is discharged (or charged) in response to
time-varying electricity prices [31,33], which may also necessitate
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network investment. Moreover, PV storage systems designed to
increase self consumption may not explicitly assist distributors
in avoiding PV-related voltage rise [26,32].

Several authors have investigated coordinated approaches to
scheduling demand-side battery storage with the objective of alle-
viating the need for grid reinforcement by managing bi-directional
power flows in a distribution network [31,34,35,26,14]. For exam-
ple, a linear program (LP) is employed in [31] to reduce peak power
flows (potentially in the reverse direction) through a distribution
substation. Furthermore, [31] proposes direct control of a cus-
tomer’s battery schedule by the distributor when the LP-based
power flow reductions are required. To support PV self-
consumption in addition to minimizing significant voltage rise in
a distribution grid, different control strategies are proposed in
[26], which are benchmarked and evaluated in terms of economic
viability. The optimization problem in [34] includes penalties for
large power fluctuations to and from an interconnection point that
connects a smart grid to an upstream electricity network. To
reduce power fluctuations within a distribution grid, [34] proposes
direct control of demand-side battery schedules by a distributor. In
contrast, a central energy management system (EMS) in [35] coor-
dinates supply and demand within a microgrid in a number of
ways. For example, a central EMS in [35] either dispatches power
flow references to customers connected to a microgrid, or directly
controls battery charge and discharge schedules of each microgrid
customer. That is, each microgrid customer in [35] has a local EMS
that manages residential battery schedules subject to central EMS
references or directives.

In the recent literature most approaches to scheduling residen-
tial battery storage focus on the (potentially infrequent) need for
managing bi-directional power flows in a distribution grid
[14,35,26,34] or look to reduce electricity bills for the customer
[36,37]. In contrast, our recent work looks to balance these two
objectives, namely increasing the operational savings that accrue
to residential customers with PV storage systems against the man-
agement of distribution power flows to alleviating voltage and or
load conditions that necessitate grid reinforcement [33,38]. In this
paper we propose two approaches that more directly balance these
two objectives, thereby extending our previous work in [33,38].
Further, we apply the forecasting methodology proposed in [39]
to assess the effectiveness of each algorithm when there exists
uncertainty in day-ahead load and generation forecasts.

More specifically, in this paper we present two coordinated
demand-side approaches to managing bi-directional power flows
within a distribution grid, when excess generation is compensated
via net metering. The first approach is referred to as central quad-
ratic program (QP) energy-shifting, where selected customers
implement a distributor-specified day-ahead battery schedule.
The second approach is referred to as local QP energy-shifting,
where three distributor-specified weights are incorporated into
the QP-based algorithm of selected customers to obtain a day-
ahead battery charge and discharge schedule. In both QP-based
approaches our objective is to balance an increase in operational
savings that accrue to customers scheduling battery storage, with
reductions in reverse power flows and/or load peaks within a dis-
tribution grid. We apply each QP-based approach to measured load
and generation data from 145 Australian residential customers and
investigate customer and distributor benefits of coordinated resi-
dential battery scheduling.

To implement central QP energy-shifting a distributor does the
following: (1) identifies a region in the distribution grid to imple-
ment a coordinated approach to residential battery scheduling; (2)
forecasts the day-ahead power flows along an interconnection
point to the distribution region; (3) runs optimization-based algo-
rithms daily; and (4) broadcasts a day-ahead battery charge and
discharge schedule to each regional customer. Furthermore, each

regional customer requires an energy management system that:
(1) coordinates with Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) to
advise the distributor of existing battery parameters including
the current state of charge; (2) coordinates with the AMI to receive
a day-ahead battery charge and discharge schedule from the dis-
tributor; and (3) schedules battery storage in the day-ahead.

To implement local QP energy-shifting a distributor does the fol-
lowing: (1) identifies a region in the distribution grid to implement
a coordinated approach to residential battery scheduling; and (2)
broadcasts three day-aheadweights to each regional customer. Fur-
thermore, each regional customer requires an energy management
system that: (1) coordinates with AMI to receive day-ahead prices
for energy delivered to and from the grid; (2) coordinates with
AMI to receive the three distributor-specified weights to be applied
in the day-ahead; (3) forecasts the day-ahead residential load and
PV generation; (4) runs optimization-based algorithms daily; and
(5) schedules battery storage in the day-ahead.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section ‘‘Preliminaries” we
introduce a distribution region with graph notation and define a
residential system. In Section ‘‘Problem formulation” we represent
a distribution network with a directed graph, and introduce a
methodology for distributor-based and customer-based forecasts.
In Section ‘‘Two algorithms for battery scheduling” we present
two QP-based algorithms to coordinate residential battery charge
and discharge schedules within a distribution region. In Section ‘‘
Assessing the benefits” the two QP-based algorithms are imple-
mented and evaluated given real-world data from an Australian
electricity distributor.

Notation

Let Rs denote s-dimensional vectors of real numbers and Rs
P0

s-dimensional vectors with all non-negative components where,
as usual, R1 ¼ R. I denotes the s-by-s identity matrix and 1 2 Rs

P0

denotes the all-1s column vector of length s. 0 denotes an all-
zero matrix, or an all-zero column vector, where the context will
make clear the dimension intended, and T ¼ ½tij� denotes the
s-by-s matrix satisfying tij ¼ 1 for i P j and tij ¼ 0 elsewhere.

Preliminaries

In what follows each residential customer connected to a distri-
bution network may deliver power to, or receive power from, a dis-
tributor. Fig. 1 represents the residential system of each customer
connected to a distribution network. To manage bi-directional
power flows in a distribution network we consider coordinated
approaches to charging and discharging residential battery storage.

In more detail, we consider a region in the distribution network.
We identify residential customers in the specified region, and con-
sider ways to coordinate their day-ahead battery schedules. We
envision our coordinated approach to scheduling residential bat-
tery storage will assist distributors seeking to reduce peak demand
and/or manage reverse power flows approaching a regional capac-
ity. To define a region in the distribution grid we employ a graph
notation similar to that in [40].

Directed graphs

A directed graph G consists of a set of M vertices V ¼ f1; . . . ;Mg
and a set of directed edges E#V� V. Each directed edge from ver-
tex i to vertex j is represented by ði; jÞ 2 E. The transitive closure of
G ¼ ðV;EÞ that defines the set of all directed paths is denoted by the
matrix MG. The entries of MG, where vertices i; j 2 V, are MG

ji ¼ 1 if
there exists a directed path from vertex i to vertex j, or i ¼ j, other-
wise MG

ji ¼ 0.
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